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Here we are. Another year is ending, and we
think we are all happy to see 2020 (a solid,
round figure that had aroused good feelings...)
go away forever.
A big price, very big, was also paid by companies, workers, employees, entrepreneurs:
not a single area of any manufacturing, retail
or other business has been spared from too
many months of uncertainty, impossibility,
pain and anxiety.
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Our world, our planet of tools, furniture, machinery, doors, stairs and windows, has not
stopped: it's been very tough, and if we look
back on the weeks since last February, when
the first signs of alarm loomed, we have to
say that maybe we could end up in December
with much worse results.
Instead, the ability of companies to adapt, to
predict, to imagine different responses, to
manage business relations as properly as
possible has yielded results, and while there
has been inevitable shrinkage, the reduction
is not so heavy as to make 2020 a year to
erase from our memory. As far as we can
see, in these months we have witnessed to
the fact that the technology industry has held
on, reinventing new ways of showing, testing
and selling its solutions. No fear, we will not
repeat that digital technology has changed
things blah blah blah... Without that, we would
have done something else.
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We will never get tired of repeating that adaptability is the key to surviving, also in business!
Furniture has experienced several months of
great enthusiasm after the first lockdown, as
all of us recognized that it's better to have a
comfortable, pleasant, efficient, connected
house, because this event might have changed everything. Once and forever.
Sure, it's difficult to deliver a plant or send someone to install it, and when he arrives at destination and comes back, he must be locked
up in a room for fifteen days each time. It's
been hard times for those who were used to
living without borders. Those who understood
the situation and were able to build a network
did not blink an eye. Others managed somehow, finding remedies here and there. Most
companies waited for the first opportunity to
empty their warehouses, densely packed with
machinery, roller conveyors and handling systems ready to be installed: for a few weeks,
it was really hard to find trucks.
Must we get used to these ups and downs?
We must learn to live with the uncertainty
that comes from the impossibility to make
mid-term plans. This is, in our opinion, the
real challenge of this transition: planning is
changing from skill to guesswork. Maybe it's
too early to start reading tea leaves, because
all we are and all we know has not been lost
or forgotten in the bitter months we have
been going through.
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So, we close this year with the belief that,
come what may, we will find a way to carry
on with our job, staying the same or even
better than we were, making more acts of
kindness, showing care and attention for the
people around us.
We need it, Heaven knows how much we
need it...

yearly subscription (6 issues) - Italy
yearly subscription (6 issues) - Abroad

From all of us, Best Wishes to you and your
dearest.

For further information:
www.xylon.it - info@xylon.it
phone: +39 02 89210200 - fax +39 02 8259009
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Ligna moves to autumn due to the pandemic

Salone del Mobile.Milano 2021 will be in September

Ligna.21 moves to autumn, postponing its
original event date from May to 27 September
to 1 October 2021. Following intensive reflections
and discussions, and in view of the current developments in the global incidence of infections
in the wake of the corona pandemic, Deutsche
Messe and the German association Vdma have
jointly decided to postpone Ligna by around
five months next year.
“Due to the ongoing pandemic, increasing restrictions and the renewed lockdown, there is
great uncertainty in the market. We take this
very seriously,” emphasizes Andreas Gruchow,
Deutsche Messe Managing Board member.
“The decision to postpone Ligna was a very difficult one for us, but it is the only consistent
measure to give all those involved planning security and the necessary lead time for preparations. The corresponding hygiene and protection
concept is in place, and with the staging of our
event in October, it has also been proven in
practice that events in pandemic times can be
held safely. At Ligna, we have to take into
account that entire machine parks are designed,

We have been wondering for some time, now
we had it confirmed. After long and detailed reflections that involved the leaders of the Salone
del Mobile and Fiera Milano in the delicate task
of evaluating the best possible solutions to confirm the 2021 edition and, at the same time, to
guarantee safety in light of the continuing health
crisis, have opted for a postponement of the
fair to September. The 60th edition of the Salone
will therefore be held in 2021, but not in April as
a tradition, but from 5 to 10 September.

assembled and presented in live operation with
a long lead time and at great expense. This requires trade show planning that takes many
months. This can only be achieved in conjunction
with a sufficient number of international decision-makers on the visitor side.
To ensure that Ligna, the world’s leading trade
show for the sector, can live up to this expectation,
suppliers and users alike must be given sufficient
planning security for participation – and this is
significantly higher for September/October than
for May 2021”. ■

FAIRS
Imm Cologne: appointment in 2022

Imm cologne, the great world exhibition of
furniture and furnishings, which was supposed
to take place from 20 to 23 January next, was
canceled due to the uncertainties due to the second wave of the “Covid-19” pandemic. The
exhibition will inaugurate its innovative format,
which adds to the presence at the fair the many

opportunities offered by digital communication
from 19 to 23 January 2022, when the whole
world of furniture can meet again on the banks
of the Rhine.
An edition, that of 2022, which is already concretely
working, so that the long wait can be rewarded
by the best results. A fair that will have strong
links with new digital tools, as we have already
mentioned, but that will take into account the
values that operators, be they exhibitors and visitors, recognize today in the “fair tool”. An edition
that, among other things, will have a shorter duration than usual, passing from the canonical
seven to five days.
“Postponing the appointment with imm cologne
to 2022 was a right choice – commented Thomas
Rosolia, managing director of Koelnmesse Italia
– in light of a scenario that presents too many
unknowns”. ■

ROLAND ELBRACHT
Eplf mourns the loss of its first president
Roland Elbracht passed away following a
serious illness at the end of October, a few
days before reaching the age of seventy. As
Eplf’s first President from 1994 to 1996, he was
a driving force behind the establishment of the
association, together with major players in the

European laminate flooring industry. “We mourn
the loss of the man to whom we owe the foundations of what is now a 26-year success story”,
says Eplf Chairman Max von Tippelskirch. “Our
thoughts are with his family”. ■

“Being able to create the Salone next year –
says the president of the Salone del Mobile,
Claudio Luti – is an absolute priority for all of
us who live by design. We have worked very
carefully in recent weeks to avoid making any
proclamations or announcements that should
then be denied or revised in the light of new developments. Moving the date of the Salone del
Mobile is not a simple scheduling exercise, but
must take into account the many days required
to set up and dismantle the various pavilions
and this, in turn, must coincide with the needs of
many other events that use the spaces of Fiera
Milano. Today, after having reached the best possible solution thanks to the collaboration of Fiera
Milano, we can confirm the new date. We are
confident that the postponement to September
can leave the right time to overcome the still
acute phase of the pandemic and truly represent
a real restart on a global level. We all need the
Salone in Milan”. ■

MANLIO ARMELLINI
The soul of Salone del Mobile passed away
On Monday, November 16, Manlio Armellini, general secretary and subsequently ceo of Cosmit,
and soul of the Salone del Mobile passed away.
“With Manlio – declared Claudio Luti, president of
the Salone del Mobile – we lose a friend who with
his tenacity and competence has allowed the
Salone del Mobile to achieve the successes that
the whole world recognizes. Armellini has followed
and managed alongside the entrepreneurs the
evolution of an event that has become the most
important international event not only for design, it
has activated cultural projects that have contaminated the city of Milan, it wanted and believed in
the SaloneSatellite project, it took advantage of
the many changes over time, always responding
with solutions and innovations safeguarding and
strengthening the Salone brand. Continuing in this
direction will be our best dedication to an extraordinary man who will be missed by all of us”. ■

FAIRS
Eisenwarenmesse and Mem canceled
Even Eisenwarenmesse, the international hardware fair – initially scheduled in Cologne next
February – had to raise the white flag due to the
pandemic and postpone the appointment to
2022, between 6 and 9 March. Despite the
commitment and attention to ensuring hygiene
and safety, the ongoing situation led Koelnmesse
and the management of Eisenwarenmesse to
give up. Not only. Even Mem Industrial and

Tecno Mueble Internacional, originally planned
for January, will take place together, for the first
time, from August 18 to 21, 2021. The venue is
the Expo Guadalajara exhibition center. The
partnership between Mem Industrial and Tecno
Mueble Internacional was agreed in February
this year. Aim of this strategic partnership is to
combine the strengths of the two largest trade
shows for the wood industry in the country. ■
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FROM INDIAWOOD TO DELHIWOOD: THE INDIAN 2020
2020 is coming to an end (we would dare to
say finally), allowing us to leave behind twelve
months of uncertainty and offering us scenarios
of mixed fortunes for the next year. In the name
of tradition and in the hope that 2021 will be
"less complicated", we have chosen to dedicate
the last focus of the year to India. A market that
– as our testimonials told us – managed despite
the difficulties to remain productive and to propose its main trade fair event dedicated to the
world of woodworking in 2020, Indiawood, and
still has that of 2021, Delhiwood.



Indiawood took place between February and
March of this year, just before the world was forced to update its vocabulary with a long series
of scientific terms and before "Covid-19" turned
our lives upside down. As Maurizio Nosotti
from Ormamacchine tells us (on page 6), it
was an event on which the many European defections and the difficult Chinese situation weighed heavily, but which nevertheless maintained
excellent numbers in terms of exhibitors and visitors. Delhiwood, on the other hand, is scheduled
between 4 and 7 March 2021 and, negative developments permitting, promises to be a key
event for the Indian and Asian woodworking
market, also due to the many changes of date
that have involved the other trade fair events.
Will it be a success or not? Will it be able to approach the numbers of past years? This is still
the great doubt linked to the fair, caused by the
uncertainty that weighs on the world of fairs as
much as on the market.
A market, the Indian one, which has undergone
a decrease for 2020, as Sayeed Ahmed, ceo
of Biesse India tells us (on page 5), but which
presents interesting prospects for 2021, with
Gdp growth that could exceed the ten percent
according to Moody's Investors Service, and
lead to look at India, also following the positive
numbers of 2019, as one of the markets to
focus on for the short and medium term future.
Not just numbers, but also an overview of the
“technical” demands of the market and its
needs. As Giovanni Masino and Balkar Singh
from Scm underline (on page 6), the Indian
market is very demanding in terms of technology
and chooses to always focus on a range of products that are particularly advanced from a
scientific point of view, especially as regards
the second processing. .
In the second part of our focus we have dedicated
ample space to companies, their proposals and
products, the sine qua non to won’t be able to
actually make a difference on the market. Because, as our testimonials have reminded us,
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without a good product you can't go anywhere.
We still do not know what 2021 will be, in the
meantime we are ending the year as we started
it: looking East, but in a different way. No longer
with fear, but with the hope that this 2020 can
actually remain just a memory.
To paraphrase Edward Morgan Forster: the near
future “is not a promise, only an appeal…”
A SNAPSHOT OF THE INDIAN MARKET
India is one of Asia's most important markets for
the woodworking machinery and accessory industry. In recent years, the top European manufacturers have undertaken highly diversified internationalization processes, with the aim of
fighting stronger and stronger competition from
Chinese products.
Some companies have opened a local subsidiary,
including production facilities in some cases, in
order to increase their competitiveness. This approach is more and more necessary in face of increasing difficulties to find reliable local importers
who can handle the entire sales process.
Furthermore, in recent years, driven by strong
government propaganda, a few local players
have turned into technology manufacturers, in
competition with European and Chinese counterparts. Also in this case, Europe has been put at a
disadvantage, as the components of "made in
India" machines mainly come from nearby China.
Looking at the available foreign trade figures, we
can see that in 2019 global import of machinery
to India has increased by 3.6 percent, exceeding
100 million euro in value. The main supplier is
China, which sold technology for 52 million euro
in the year under scrutiny.
Far behind, Italy export "only" 21 million euro; of
course, this figure does not include the production
of local subsidiaries. Germany comes third, confirming its longstanding difficulty in approaching
the Indian market effectively: in 2019, the value of
German export was 15 million euro. The top exporting countries also include Taiwan with almost
8 million euro and the United States with 4 million
euro.
Looking at the trend, the year 2019 had already
felt the impact of low demand, originating from
Europe and gradually spreading out to all international markets. As to 2020, the end-of-year
result will be inevitably affected by the pandemic-driven economic crisis. In the medium/long
term, India must be considered a market to focus
on, both for the potential offered by a huge customer base, and for the prospective development
of downstream operations (furniture production
and wood-based products). However, European
exporters must also take into account an ever
stronger and efficient competition from Asian
countries. n
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SAYEED AHMED, CEO BIESSE INDIA
A snapshot of the Indian market situation

“The year 2020 will be a de-growth year. According to Reserve Bank of India the Indian
economy will contract 9.5 percent in fiscal 2021 due to disruptions caused by the “Covid19” pandemic that has hit commercial activities.
It is foreseen that growth may break out of contraction and turn positive during January-March
2021 due to improving signs of recovery.
Also, the focus of the government is now shifted
towards revival of the economy rather than its
containment. Despite the contraction, caused
by the “Covid-19” pandemic, many sectors are
already on the path of recovery, thanks to the
reforms that have been done on the agriculture
side, on labour, and privatization, to increase
productivity in the economy and therefore help
bringing back growth. In its latest forecast,
Moody’s Investors Service has projected a 10.6
percent real Gdp growth and a 4 percent Cpi
inflation for FY21-22.
The key factors driving the furniture industry growth are housing and commercial construction
and increase in income levels
that influence customers to adopt
global lifestyle options, especially
the urban affluent Indians. Real
estate sector in India is expected
to reach a market size of 1 trillion
Sayeed Ahmed.
US Dollars by 2030 from 120
billion US Dollars in 2017 and
contribute 13 percent to the country’s Gdp by
2025. Retail, hospitality and commercial real
estate are also growing significantly, providing
the much needed infrastructure for India's growing needs. The growth in real estate sector is
driven largely by increased urbanization, rise in
disposable income, growth in premium housing,
office and hospitality, demand for high quality
products, brand consciousness. Presence of
international companies in India and 40 percent
of India’s population living in cities by 2030.
The growth of real estate will have a direct
impact on the woodworking industry”.
“Following the resumption of economic activities
post lockdown, there has been an upsurge in
demand from unfinished projects as well as the
growing needs of working from home. The Indian
Work From Home (Wfh) furniture market is forecast to grow from an estimated US Dollars 2.22
billion in FY2021 to 3.49 billion dollars by
FY2026, majorly on account of a rising number
of companies providing an option of doing work
from home to their employees coupled with
growing number of IT companies adopting cloud
based solutions. Changing lifestyle of consumers
and being gainfully employed during “Covid19” lockdown are also major drivers of the Wfh
furniture market in India. The Wood segment
grabbed the majority market share in the India
Wfh Furniture Market in FY2020. We have seen
our customers getting back to nearly normal
operations in post lockdown. Except for a lull in
the second quarter, there is a surge in demand
for machines to enhance capacity. We find increase in enquiries flowing from regions hitherto
had less organized woodworking industries.
“Pre-covid” we had foreseen a good growth in
this year, nevertheless business has been normal
and we will be able to maintain a flat growth Vis
a Vis 2019”.
“Biesse India exports over 80 percent of its
output. We had a shortfall of 3 percent in overall
revenues, third quarter ending September 20
against for the same period in 2019. Sales in
India dropped by 28 percent whereas there
was a marginal increase of 4 percent in exports.
However we foresee this year closing with overall
revenues marginally higher than last year”.
“We foresee a 33 percent increase in revenues
in 2021, largely from an impressive increase in

exports. Sales in India are likely to be 14 percent
higher”.
“The modernization of this sector with machine
& technology is bound to facilitate growth of
this sector. The Indian furniture market is now
more customer friendly and moving as per their
preference and supplying readymade, branded
furniture with low maintenance, quickly installable
and customisable options. The Indian furniture
manufacturing sector mainly caters to home
use and office & hospitality sectors. Though
they try to meet domestic demand, India’s
imports are growing at a rapid pace. With the
rapidly growing and transforming retail sector,
it is expected that large retailers will continue to
expand their presence, leading to consolidation
in furniture retailing in urban markets. An encouraging pointer to this is acquisition of Urban
Ladder by India’s largest corporate house, Reliance Industries”.
of its exhibitions businesses. Enhanced implementation and the use of digital channels are
widely reported by a majority of players.
The sector split of exhibitions further reflects
their relevancy to the Indian Government’s “Made
in India” initiative. The majority of sectors earmarked by the campaign are now represented
by bourgeoning exhibitions.
With continued support by the Government, the
Indian exhibitions sector is poised to register
double digit growth in the coming few years.
Increased spend on infrastructure and expansion

“India needs to build ecosystem
required for a thriving woodworking industry by having more
medium and large companies
which can have competitive advantage from economies of
scale, standardization in
home/office furniture, availability
of raw material through additional
panel manufacturing companies,
efficienct logistics, testing and certification and
skill development”.
“Setting up of specialized furniture clusters in
states where governments are willing to provide
basic amenities and business incentives is important for the furniture sector. Government also
needs to consider creation of Sez with proper
amenities required for the furniture players –
wooden, plastic and metal alike – to develop a
brand culture. Industry cluster for furniture should
also be innovation-driven to encourage manufacturers to use latest technology that can pave
the way for the industry to be more competitive
globally. The setting up of furniture clusters will
not only be able to meet local furniture demand
in India, but also have huge scope of enhancing
exports of finished products, especially to developed countries”.
“Exhibition industry will undergo a huge transformation with organizers and venues adapting
to the new normal of the world that “Covid-19”
has brought. Travel restrictions laid by Governments will be regulated with more safety protocols
for international visitors and delegates to attend
the events and exhibitions across the world.
However, the exhibition industry will survive
and recover fast after these shocks, and people
will see each other with all the safety and healthy
precautions in place. The Indian exhibition industry has approached the Government of India
to restart exhibitions with safety measures and
towards this it has drafted and submitted standard
operating procedures”.
“Worldwide exhibitions are considered to be
economic growth engines. Countries such as
Germany, Usa, Uk, Uae etc. place a consistent
focus on strength of their exhibition industry as
the most effective B2B Market places that
provide multitude of business generation opportunities to small, mid and large scale businesses at a single sophisticated and organized
platform.
Thanks to the current Government initiatives,
Indian exhibition industry is the fastest growing
industry worldwide. Additionally, it also acts as
a major catalyst for major Government initiatives
such as boosting Indian exports, promote services and attracting foreign investments.
India is also leading the way in the digitization
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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by existing exhibition venues, plus the opening
of new venues, will only add to the overall
growth of this sector.
Exhibition Industry growth rates in India are
currently above the regional average in Asia
i.e. around 8 percent during the last two-three
years”. n

biesse.com
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GIOVANNI MASINO, SCM INDIA REGIONAL MANAGER AND MIDDLE-EAST AND BALKAR SINGH, AREA MANAGER INDIA
The important presence of Scm on the Indian market

“Our strength lies in our ability to
assist customers with their business and optimise their production
processes. We are further strengthening our presence on the Indian
market with a solid partnership
that includes warehouses, showGiovanni
rooms, experts and local technical
Masino.
and sales staff. We aim to provide
direct, widespread sales and after-sales service assistance to all the businesses
in the industry, from the artisan right up to major
industries, and at each stage of customer relations,
from pre to after-sales”.
“The woodworking industry in India, as is the
case throughout the region (Sri Lanka, Bangladesh,
Nepal & Bhutan), continues to grow. Scm continues
to be a benchmark partner for this market thanks,
in part, to its ability to offer a wide choice of technological solutions that are unique at international
level and therefore satisfy the needs of the entire
industry: from the artisan to industry, from panel
to solid wood machining, from
furniture to windows and doors.
Despite the current situation linked
to the international health crisis,
Scm has implemented a strategic
investment plan in the Indian market that will continue into 2021 to
provide local woodworking businesses with even more extensive,
all-round assistance.

The outlook is one of market
growth and Scm wants to be fully
involved in this with its technology
and know-how, backed by almost
seventy years of experience in
the industry”.
“It is a highly dynamic market focusing on a quality product with
ever improving finishing, capable
of competing with European standards. As a
result, there is growing interest in high technology
which Scm manages to meet in full with all its
models: from the vast range of classic machines
for woodworking to the automatic entry level solutions (panel sizing machines, edgebanders,
machining centres, sanding machines and technologies for surface treatment), right up to the integrated lines for the industrial production of furniture, doors and flooring. There is also a growing
focus on digitalisation and IoT, requisites that
Scm meets with its vast range of digital software
and services to allow wood operators to achieve
a tangible optimisation of assistance and maintenance activities,
even remotely”.
“Irrespective of how up-and-coming events will be organised Scm will be there to provide a
full contribution to the technological innovation”. n
Balkar
Singh.

scmwood.com

MAURIZIO NOSOTTI, SALES MANAGER ORMAMACCHINE
Between stability and adaptability

"To evaluate 2020 it is necessary to "tare" the
"Covid-19", which has affected all countries and
India in particular. Despite what could have been
the expectations at the beginning of the year following the early stages of the pandemic, our
numbers do not differ much from those of 2019.
This "stability" is a starting point for the future,
even if making predictions, especially for 2021 is
semi-impossible, because we are heavily dependent on the course of the emergency. Will a
vaccine be found in time? Will we be able to
reduce the risks or will the situation continue with
this disturbing trend? The many variables involved
force all companies, including us, to live day by
day. What does it involve? It involves that the
business plans made are subject to change
and that the investments planned for this or that
period can be postponed. What is certain is that,
if the emergency situation eases, there will be a
major rebound. In any case, a spirit of adaptation
will be needed. We will be ready”.
INDIAN MARKET
“I have been in close contact with the Indian
market since 1996 and in my experience I can
say that it is one of the most complicated, both
for logistical reasons and for the needs of potential
customers. On a logistical level, the enormous
distances between one city and another do not
make negotiations easy, especially in a field where
exploiting new communication channels is important, but being able to see and touch the machines live is definitely important. more and this
makes trade fairs even more important. If we
consider that to move from one part of India to
another it takes up to four hours by plane, we can
understand how much it is necessary to make
the most of every available opportunity. This is
why we are very keen to be present in the two
main trade shows IndiaWood and DelhiWood
with our machines. Compared to other markets,
the Indian customer does not choose solutions
that we can define as "entry level", but when it
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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turns to foreign companies it does so for technologically advanced products and is aware of the
costs. It must also be considered that buying a
"foreign" car for an Indian customer means having
to take into account the heavy duties, which on
average well exceed 30 percent and affect the
market far more than the current emergency. It is
evident that, precisely because of these taxes,
Indian companies should invest in foreign machinery to obtain technologically advanced solutions, turning to the domestic market in case of
need for less sophisticated machines, despite
the fact that the quality is considerably lower
than the European one. To give an example, the
machines that are most requested of us are traditional hot presses, in all their facets, from the
press for laminate to that for bending wood,
passing through the press for the production of
blockboard panels".
EXHIBITIONS
"The situation of the fairs will be a key to understanding what economic developments will be in
2021. IndiaWood, the biennial in Bangalore, this
year took place without the same climate as in
other years. Being scheduled at a time when the
pandemic was about to cross the borders and
India being very close to China, Chinese exhibitors
and visitors did not show up and the edition was
a bit subdued, as reported by our dealer. This
was a real shame, but most of all a loss for
potential customers. As I have already mentioned,
due to the logistical question and the difficulties
in getting around, whether by car or plane, the
fair becomes even more important". n

ormamacchine.it
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SCM
EVEN CLOSER TO THE CUSTOMER WITH SCM STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES

The All-in-One Technology revolution “made in
Scm” goes ahead. The cnc machining centre
for drilling and routing “morbidelli m100" continues
to surprise and evolves further with the new ultra-compact solution “morbidelli m90”.
This new model with 3-4 axes technology stands
out for an excellent quality/price ratio and a reduced footprint (just six meters total length)
that allows to optimize the available space in
the company without compromising productivity
and machining quality. Among the many advantages, the drilling cycle time which is saved
up to 60 per cent thanks to the large amount of
drilling bits (“Ro.Ax.” technology) distributed on
a layout suitable for any type of furniture construction. Furthermore the new machining centre
can be set up with routing units of different
power rate according to any machining requirement and in case of heavy duty applications.
Scm also launches the new "gabbiani p80"
beam saw, the ideal solution for small-sized

COSMEC
SMART LINE: THE CNC CENTRE
This cnc machining centre is clearly conceived
for an easy and flexible utilization. Being equipped
with the same components provided with Cosmec higher-end machinery, this line of product
guarantees high precision and reliability. The
innovative technological solutions and the variety
of configurations of the operating units assure
the highest finish quality requested in any application. Thanks to the open bridge, it is suitable
for woodworking, multi-layers, medium density,
plastic materials, thermoformed and other similar
materials.
The strengths of the “Smart” line are: three,
four or five axis both in the standard and XL

companies. Among the exclusive
advantages, the "Saw-set" device
for an automatic, precise setting of
the tools, the 60 and 80 millimeters
blade projections, more powerful
motors, an additional extractor outlet
on the presser and automatic blade
release with switch.
Technological innovations continues
with the Scm edge banding range
and the high performing and versatile
“olimpic k 560” which guarantees
the best machining and finishing quality on any
panel type. The main advantages are a perfect
joint line, with the “Sgp” glue pot for Eva and
Polyurethane glue use, and the “AirFusion+” technology that allows edge banding without glue,
with an invisible joint between the edge and the
panel.
The Scm latest technologies also cover solid
wood processing. The new “balestrini pico”
numerically controlled tenoning-mortising machines have been fully re-designed to further
enhance safety, ergonomics and ease of use,
in line with the requirements of table, chair and
cabinet doors manufacturers.
Last but not least, the evergreen Scm joinery
machines, world-leading top class designs
combining unique performance and continuous
innovation.

version (up to 1.600 in Y and 9.000 in X);
working table, pods and rail or flat or mixed,
very robust structure compared to the market
standards; very compact reducing the space
required for placing.

cosmecsrl.com

VITAP
EXPERIENCE AND EVOLUTION
Welcome to the "Bar Nesting Revolution", all the
nesting advantages and without limits in the execution of horizontal holes. Switching from high
production to just in time requires a review of production methods, and cost reduction to respond
to the market. All of this and much more thanks to
patented “D-D-T System” revolutionary seamlessly
panel movement by two clamps save time maximum panel docking. The “K2 series” is perfect
for small to medium size companies which have
limited budget, availability of manufacturing and
stocking space, few employees, and issues with
the handling of large panels. The “K2 series” has

scmwood.com
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been designed and engineered for the large companies that need productive and reliable machines,
without the cost and complexity of large cnc.

vitap.it

AUTOMA
AT
TIC LINE
FOR PA
PALLET
ELEMENTS
Automatic double
cross-cutting machine or
multiple cross-cutting saw
for the production of precise
elements for pallet.
multiple cross-cuttting

EDGING
LINE

MONO
OBLADE
EDGER

Ideal machine or automatic
line to edge and multi-ripping
of boards and planks.

Ideal mach
hine to edge
exotic or b
broadleaved
d planks.
board and

All our electric components
are engergy efficient

i
i
Angomac Engineering
SRL
Head Office
Via Scandolare 10
36040, Salcedo (VI) Italy
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ORMAMACCHINE
HOT PRESS THAT SAVES ENERGY AND REDUCES ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Ormamacchine presents the new press with a
revolutionary and patented heating system entirely conceived and developed by the Ormamacchine Research and Development Office.
In a world where the green economy is more
and more important, the main goal of it R&D
office was to reduce the energy consumption
with no compromise as far as the strength and
the reliability of the machine was concerned.
After several tests, a new platen has been
realized having completely new technical characteristics in comparison with those actually
available in the press field.
These new platens have absolutely extraordinary
performances in comparison to the traditional
heating system.

BUP UTENSILI
A NEW TAILOR MADE TOOL FOR THE INDIAN MARKET

Some of the advantages of this new machine
are: more than 50 percent power saving compared to what is currently available on the
market; temperature difference between various
platen places is of plus/minus seven degree
centigrade; so there is a homogenous temperature on the whole platen surface; possibility
to set different temperature between upper
and lower platens; the platens max. resistance
to the pressure is of ten kilograms per square
centimeter; no maintenance required, in comparison with any other heating system, where
periodic maintenance is always necessary, with
this system such operation does not exist anymore and no noise during its functioning.
ormamacchine.it

Bup Utensili is working with success in the
Indian market since many years. Their production
is complete and they can offer all kind of cutting
tools for solid wood and panel industry, more
recently Bup Utensili started producing tools
for aluminum composite material like alucobond
or similar. On their range you can find “Hw”
changeable inserts tools for cnc routers, for edgebanders, for moulders, Bup Utensili also produces Diamond tools, solid carbide spiral cutters,
drill bits, tool holders and saw blades.
Bup Utensili’s catalogues are complete but more
than this they can supply special tools made on
customer requests, they like to say that they
produce a “tailor made tool“ being more a technological partner than a simple supplier.
Fast preparing offers and technical suggestion
and of course, fast delivering the final products,
service and quality are the most important points
to have customers that are working on a regular
basis. The following pictures are showing some
special Pcd tools made for their customers.

www.bup.ru

CASATI MACCHINE
TWO-KNIFE VENEER PACK GUILLOTINE SHEAR MODEL “BIG”
This machine allows the parallel cut of the veneer
pack on both sides with a single operation
saving approx. 50 percent working time in comparison with one-knife guillotines. The trimming
of the veneer pack is carried out thanks to the
simultaneous movement of the upper and lower
knife: the first one is located on the upper fixed
frame and the second one on the back side of
the mobile table. A heavy pressure beam
provides clamping the veneer pack during the
cutting operation.
A user-friendly electronic programmer with icons
on the screen, that remind the functions of the push buttons, allows an easy use of the machine.
The screen is 15” colour touch screen. The computer is arranged for the connection to the
customer’s ethernet line so to allow the remote service and the connection to other computers in
the factory. A maintenance page allows a quick check up of the main machine components. The
software is complete with the optimization function for waste reduction and a program for veneer
strips.
The model “Big” is the two-knife guillotine for heavy duty in our product range. It is available with
the following cutting lengths: 2.800, 3.200, 3.600 and 4.200 mm.

NORDUTENSILI ONE OF THE BES
B T WORLD
PRODUCERS OF DRILLS, ROUTER BITS
AND SHARPE
ENING MACHINES
S

casatimacchine.com

INCOMAC
DRYING SYSTEM "MADE IN ITALY" FOR COSTUMER DEMAND
Incomac, an international leader in wood drying
technology based in Italy, has continued to grow
since 1975 as it has set higher and higher goals
for quality in response to market and customer
demand. The wide range of Incomac drying systems includes: conventional chambers (“Icd”
line), chambers with direct or indirect fired burner
fueled by gas or diesel oil (“Tag” line), condensation chambers (“Mac” line), Viscous dissipation
chambers (“Idv” line), Chambers for drying and
heat-treating wood pallets (“Pal” line) and steaming chambers (“Vap” line). All models are available in various sizes, with front loading and
tunnel loading options. Every model may also be built with masonry chamber, which is built locally,
and components provided by Incomac.
The strength of Incomac’s business is the customer support. Goal of the company is to build a relationship of trust with customers and to become a reliable business partner in wood drying.
Incomac offers a range of after-sales services in order to guarantee customers the wood drying
performance they expect. Services include a 24-hour diagnostic service program, periodic maintenance, and spare parts. Incomac is committed to continuous improvement in its plant operations
and making investments in research and development, in addition to placing a strong focus on
post-sales service and support.

Nordutensili Srl
Via Pramollo,2
2
Z.I.Grions Del Torre
33040 Povoletto Udine –Italy
www.nordutensili.it

incomac.com
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CAMAM
“TAC” SERIES 2020
For Camam woodworking has no secrets. Since
its foundation in 1969, Camam has focused on
research, innovation and technological avantgarde in order to offer the market machines that
are always in line with the most up-to-date processing requirements. Excellence in components,
processes, products and services to offer targeted solutions that perfectly integrate with any
production line. Cutting centers series “Tac”
allow the angular cutting from long bars of elements
made of solid wood, mdf, chipboard, plywood
etc., furthermore there are specific versions dedicated for the cutting of aluminum, pvc and
composite materials. These machines find their
main application in the production of corner
blocks for chairs, feet and frames for sofas,
special pallet elements, parquet tiles, items for
the fine arts and music, wooden toys, components for aluminum furniture and lighting supports

CEFLA
“IGIOTTOAPPX2”: ANTHROPOMORPHIC PAINTING ROBOT
High quality, maximum flexibility painting of 3D objects.
The technology of “iGiottoApp” is the pinnacle of
state of the art integrated
automation in the field of finishing. “iGiottoApp” is a
robotised system that integrates the best painting technologies with the high performance of anthropomorphic robots with six axes.
“iGiottoApp” is able to offer
all the versatility that the current market demands.
The anthropomorphic robot
“iGiottoApp” has been designed for maximum flexibility and application constancy, and can paint
objects of any shape perfectly. The robot’s head is equipped with two guns for the object’s surface
and one for its edges, and is thus able to perfectly follow curves and corners with extreme fluidity
and rapidity. This is possible thanks to the “cVision system”, which is the latest generation 3D
reading barrier that acquires an object’s image upon entry and is synchronized with the object’s
transport speed. “iGiottoApp” is also an exemplar of maximum automation for its cleaning
capabilities: once programmed, the robot can independently carry out the cleaning of its nozzles.
“iGiottoApp X2” leverages the potential of two anthropomorphic robots, allowing for a 35-40
percent increase in productivity with respect to the single version of “iGiottoApp”, which already
offers very high performance levels. Thanks to its software, iGiottoApp X2 can operate in three
different modes: motionless bench, oscillating (Roc) or tracking. The two robots can work
synchronously on identical items, independently on different products or continuously on objects of
any type by integrating the work of one another without ever stopping the production flow.
“iGiottoApp”’s software, completely made in Cefla, establishes and controls all the robot’s
movements, from the simplest sequence of operations up to the processing of more sophisticated
trajectories and operations.
ceflafinishing.com

Camam Tac – Camam “Tac” Series 2020.

made of aluminum. There are several different
configurations with multiple accessories that
can be integrated into the machine, according
to the customer’s specific needs. This catalogue
illustrates some of the many versions we already
built. Further applications can be evaluated together with our technical-commercial staff.

www.camamsrl.it

COMEC GROUP
“MD” TOP SERIES 2020
In fifty years, Comec Group developed a production system organized into divisions that are
highly specialized in the production of woodworking machinery. It is a technologically advanced reality where dedicated teams work in
close synergy with the customer to develop solutions that are capable of performing all production process’ steps. The “Md” working centres
are dedicated to the processing of elements
with long shape made of solid wood, mdf,
particle board and similar materials. They find
their main appliance in the production of solid
wood furniture (tables – cabinets and cupboards
– sofas – furniture complements – etc.), beds
and baby cribs, garden and outdoor furniture,
doors and windows. “Md” working centres are
generally used to carry out drilling, mortising
and milling operations; according to the equipment and to the type of axes control, it is also
possible to perform cutting off, surrounding/profiling, tenoning and similar processes. The wide

range of versions and accessories, also realized
upon specific request, permits to obtain an extreme personalization, in order to satisfy in the
best way the real needs of any specific customer.
According to the configuration of the machine,
it is possible to work up to five sides of the
piece. This catalogue presents some examples
of the versions that have been realized.

comecgroup.com

Comec Md Top – Comec Md Top Series 2020.

FAPIL
TECHNOLOGY AND PASSION
Fapil celebrated in 2019 its first 60 years of
activity, always at the top of technology in design
and construction of tools and solutions for the
woodworking industry, plastics, and composite
materials. Fapil was founded in 1959, the constant
search for quality and the application of avantgarde technologies guarantee to customers a
wide range of tools and accessories suitable for
the most varied types of processing.
Today Fapil is present with a widespread distribution
network in the main countries of the world.

Technology and mechanics are the great protagonists and the drive the company to adapt to
new forms of design and production, and furthermore, to new business models: it's an extraordinary way to evolve. This is the spirit with
which Fapil celebrates its first 60 years.
The focus on innovation is another fundamental
value for Fapil.
In 2019, the Italian company located in Zogno
(Bergamo) invested in new machinery, product
control equipments, and systems for an advanced
production management. A technological innovation, with machinery equipped with the latest
generation of automation processes.
All the production phases take place automatically
and are interconnected to the software that controls
the whole system, providing a series of data in
real time: from work time to product prices, from
emergency management to the process control.
High performances insert roughing cutters with
tungsten carbide inserts (Hw). Produced with
eight wings, twelve wings or more, spiral body in
light alloy, precision hole with ground surface .
High performances with contouring and roughing
process on shapers and conventional machines
with reduce noise level in working. Tools suitable
for machining solid wood and cross-laminated
timber for building conctructions.

fapil.it
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units are: “Sp800”, “Sp1200” and “Sp1300”. This
semi-automatic machine “mod.Tp” allows the
application of a removable self-adhesive protective film on delicate surfaces. It is, therefore,
particularly suitable for finishing and packing
processes.
It is highly versatile and can be placed in- and
offline. The film is applied on the panel with an
adjustable overflowing to grant the best protection
both on surface and edges. The machine can
be performed to apply the film on top, bottom
or both sides of panel. Standard units are:
“Tp850”, “Tp1300”, “Tp1600”, “Tp1800” and
“Tp2000”.

VIGANÒ MARIO
“MOD.SP” AND “MOD.TP”
The buffing machine “mod. Sp” is designed to
buff different materials and flat surfaces. Its
body consists of a mobile table and a fixed
head.
Up and down movement is motorized and sliding
on guides and ball bushing pads. The twoways speed pallet translation is controlled by
inverter with adjustment by means of potentiometer and the buffing time is set by a programmable stroke-counter.
The buffing is performed by a sleeve, perpendicular to working way, which contains high
quality cotton discs millimeters 350. Standard

viganomario.it

NEW

www.giardinagroup.com

PIZZI
THE EASYSHOT SYSTEM
EasyShot is a unique system – interesting for Indian
market – that allows
you to carry out,
through a series of
automations, the simultaneous operation of applying glue
and inserting the
plug into pre-drilled
panels, furniture
components, small
pieces, solid wood components and wooden
components for construction.
The pins must be loaded into the circular vibratory
feeder, which allows the pins to be oriented,
which are then timed and sent to the gun through
a tube. The pin, by means of a powerful jet of air,
is pushed inside the magazine of the gun drum
and subsequently, is inserted thanks to a cylinder
that pushes it into the hole. This is a unique
system which, avoiding mechanical drives (generally used in other machines for similar applications), avoids jams and in addition to this important aspect, guarantees safe operation.
Before inserting the plug – with a very rapid operation – the glue is applied, using the pistol
placed under the passage of the plug itself. The
flow/quantity of glue can be easily adjusted by
turning the small adjustment knob on the gun.
With the "Sure Dowel Shot" system, EasyShot
also features the latest technologies in the field of
control and insertion of each plug, for the most
complete safety of the final result of each single
operation repeated cyclically. A barrier photocell
(or presence sensor) checks the effective insertion
of each plug in the hole, checking every single
operation. Thanks to a plc, it is possible to
configure various parameters for glue application
and plug insertion. The pin insertion unit is configured for one pin diameter only.

pizziofficine.com

SISTEMI KLEIN
“XTRACUT”: THE NEW BLADES

paintinG the future!

via V. Necchi, 63 | I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO) | phone +39 031 7830801 | info@giardinagroup.com | www.giardinagroup.com

Sistemi, a leading Italian company with 35 years of experience in the woodworking market,
introduces the
new Klein XtraCut saw blades,
in order to take cutting experience to the next
level and increase your productivity. Production
process is completely made with laser machines
to ensure maximum precision. Tensioning and
balancing are operated for maximum performance, in fact, the superior flatness of the blade
extends durability and gives exceptional finishing
results. In addition, silent slots are made with a
distinct geometry and are filled with a special
synthetic resin to avoid vibrations, reduce noise
and increase stability. Carbide tips original ceratizit micrograin last longer with sharp edge,
ensuring up to 30 percent longer lifetime. Klein
XtraCut is the best solution for every need, ideal
for cutting veneered and laminates, plywood,
mdf, particle board and plastic laminates, uPVC,
aluminium, plastic and alucobond, ensuring a
better finishing and a longer lifetime for best
performance. This system is available from Sistemi Klein official distributor in India: New Tech
Tool Manufacturers in Mumbai.

sistemiklein.com
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CLEAF, SURFACES FOR DESIGN

This story tells a lot about the radical evolution
of the semifinished materials business, and
especially about the development of Cleaf, founded in 1975 by Luciano Caspani with his father
Agostino and brother Fausto (Cleaf is actually
the acronym of Caspani Luciano e Agostino
Fausto). Luciano Caspani has the merit of being
the soul of this industrial enterprise and taking
the Caspani family's business activity to higher
levels. Today, Cleaf generates 130 million euro
revenues with 280 employees.
“In the past decade, we have been growing
constantly in terms of revenues and staff", Roberto Caspani said. “We have four production
units, relatively close to each other: the first one
hosts presses for panel lamination, the second
one is dedicated to the production of semifinished
materials, with major investments in squaringedgebanding lines in the past two years. The
"C3" unit performs extrusion and other operations
for the production of Abs edges, which have
completely replaced wood; in the fourth unit,
we have continuous presses for laminates.
So, Cleaf currently offers a full package: panels,
laminates, edges and semifinished components
- i.e. panels cut, edgebanded and drilled to customer specifications - in line with our philosophy
of service to architects, industry and contract.
We are not and we don't want to be a furniture
factory, we have developed our concept of service
and offered it to furniture manufacturers, gradually
adding value to the work of grandpa Agostino!".
I cannot avoid asking you what the role of technology is.
“It's a key role. We are and we want to be an industrial company, a manufacturer in the first
place, and investments in "tools" must be a
priority, in quantity as well as in quality. We
have always opted for German technology and
a few years ago we started to collaborate with
Ima, which is closer to our customization, quality
and research approach. Our machines must be
capable of performing "special" operations,

being very flexible and contribute to the customization, absolute quality and constant innovation that are essential for Cleaf. Even for the
best technology vendors, it is not easy to be
part of a process that must result into the quality
that the entire world acknowledges to our company, with a catalog including 600 decorative
papers and 60 finishes, so potentially 36 thou-

It takes few words to describe the mission
of one of the best known and most celebrated brands
of Italian subcontracting, a real bridge between
materials and creation, resulting from relentless evolution.

Barbara, Luciano and Roberto Caspani.

sand products... Within this huge portfolio, we
position our products to meet the requirements
of all types of customers, standing close to anyone who might need our decors.
The semifinished materials business has been
growing strongly in the past few decades, responding to the needs of furniture manufacturers
to optimize costs and launch synergies that
also boost their business and offer new possibilities for their products. The result is a network
of specialties, an exchange of information and
expertise that can lead to new visions, confrontation, experience... this is actually what we
are experiencing with Egger. Such trends are
essential if you want to ride the wave of success.
And there is still much room for creativity…".
How have decors changed in these years?
“They have changed a lot. In the past, surfaces
had to be glossy, colorful, different. Now the
dominating trend is imitation, combined with
the rise of materials like concrete, stone, metal...
A lot of work has been done around wood, creating panels and edges that really look like real
wood, while providing architects with a standard
and consistent material, always available, with
no defects. We can say we offer what the eye
wants to see: we supply stone, metal, wood,
colors or any other texture, but these decorations
are applied to a material, a panel or an edge
that can be machined easily, cut to any size, in
any quantity and with the best consistency;
such requirements can hardly be met with
natural materials, unless you accept very high
costs, which are not affordable for everyone.
We can say that a big part of our job is to follow
trends, just like apparel. When a maison launches a vision, many others will follow, the same
happens with furniture".
The furniture business has also changed radically...
“Over the past thirty years it has changed irreversibly: today we can make high-end furniture
with "artificial" materials. And let me say that
Cleaf is very good at this, we can perform very
well, and being located in Brianza, in the middle
of a production system recognized as the
creative core of made-in-Italy furniture, we can
leverage essential hints and spurs. The strong,
intense, rich virtuous loop that involves demand,
supply, possibilities, technologies, materials and
distribution has driven our expansion and the
growth of the entire furniture industry”.

What about tomorrow?
“Service will be the turning point, with increasingly
customized production for architects and industry.
Our products are already mature, but we want to
develop new lines to offer new interpretations.
Without forgetting that the world after the Coronavirus
will be totally different, it will be the outcome of a
war that is still raging. We will have to adapt,
change, offer different products and a different relationship to customers: there will be more interaction, as the tools we use to communicate enable
continuous confrontation. Products will also change,
we will have "safer" surfaces, easy to clean and
sanitize! One of the challenges will be raising the
bar in these areas. Companies will focus most of
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cleaf.it
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Max temperature120 °C
Homogeneous temperaturre
Possibility to set different teemperature
The platens max. resistancce to the pressure is 10 Kg/cm²
No maintenance of the heaatingg system
y
plant
p
No noise related to the heating system plant
No fume emission problem
Load on 4 sides

Some snapshots of the “C-House”,
where Cleaf exhibits its portfolio.
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their effort to figure out what things might be like in
five to ten years, and in this respect (going back to
a previous concept), it is essential to debate and
to have access to different information and experience. Our collaboration with Egger will help, as together we can have a totally different vision,
because our responsibility is to know and to look
ahead. At Cleaf, we believe that, ultimately, passion
and heart are critical... and in the end, we are a
family-owned company that is selling the product
of its mind, the result of our readiness to listen and
share, to invest and participate...".

Ormamacchine is prouud to present
the new Press equippedd with a Revolutionary
and Patented Heating Syystem of the press platens,
entirely conceived and ddeveloped by its
Research and Developm
ment Ofﬁce.

PATENT PENDING

Recently, the company has reached another
milestone: in late September, the Austrian giant
Egger acquired a 27.5 share of stocks from Luciano Caspani and his children Roberto and
Barbara, who had been the sole owners since
last year. This is the final step of a transition announced one year ago, when the two companies
officially started their collaboration.
Twelve months later, we visited the Cleaf headquarters in Lissone and asked Roberto Caspani
to tell us about this story. “Our business focus is
the production of decors, surfaces that strike
your attention, that meet the requirements of
furniture and interiors designers and producers.
We have an industrial vision, we have always
produced semifinished materials, and there is
no doubt that such vocation must be complemented with the values that a big partner like
Egger can bring, also in the sales area. We
share the same vision of "interior decoration
system", where we can offer complementary
products that fully respond to the demands of
architects and resellers. And we are also positioned in different market segments, each with
its peculiarities, history and references. We are
both very active in contract and we know where
and how we can collaborate with success".

November-December 2020
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"THERE ARE DIFFERENT WAYS
TO OFFER NEW TECHNOLOGY"
markets, the sawmills and their owners. I meet
them, I identify their needs, I imagine the machine
or line that can match their requirements, we
design it and, if we get the contract, I entrust
the construction to our suppliers and the installations to our teams".

Angomac headquarter in Thiene (Vicenza).

An old name for a brand new mission: getting
straight to the point. This is the approach adopted
by Andrea Angonese, just above 30, as he inherited Angomac, the company founded by his
father in the Nineties. He chose to turn this heritage into his own business, radically changing
direction while maintaining its original vocation,
i.e. the production of primary woodworking machinery for sawmills.

So, you are an expert of these technologies
combined with sales skills and the capacity to
manage the logistics of a company from A to Z,
no matter how complex...
"Yes, as long as it is within my business scope!
I purchase motors, parts, loading and unloading
systems: if something is missing, I have it manufactured to order and then everything is assembled in reliable partner workshops, with
which we have developed strong collaboration,
I daresay complicity and sharing".

All of this with a focus on sawmilling...
“I'm fond of this business, it's a passion inherited
from my father, it's about smell, wood, resin
"My father Alberto was the founder of Angomac", sticking to your hands and dresses. Maybe in
he said. “He had been working for many years Italy there are fewer sawmills than in the past,
for one of the most successful resellers of wood- but there is still much to do. Think about our
working machinery in Veneto, who distributing trimming saws: it's such a small market niche
sawmilling technology from the
that few companies are interested
leading Italian, German and Ausin it, and moreover, within one
trian manufacturers, then he dehundred kilometers around us,
cided to create his own business.
there are scores of packaging
It was a classical family-owned
companies, they are our target.
company, with few employees,
You see, it's a very peculiar sector,
initially focused on the overhaul
strictly related to the land and the
and resale of used equipment.
nature where wood grows, people
Andrea Angonese.
This project proved very effective,
working for 20-30 years with the
as the company offered excellent
same machine that must be unmachines, perfectly working, at very "interesting" destroyable, never need assistance, other than
prices: we worked very well in Africa, where blade resharpening. Simple but strong equipment
each and every sawmill purchased some piece where, like many other companies, we have
of equipment from us. In many cases we also added value by integrating keyboards, drives,
supplied entire turnkey plants.
touchscreen panels and Industry 4.0 controls,
It's a beautiful story I have experienced in person, a technological evolution that has made our
having joined the company when I was young: I machines even easier to operate, offering higher
managed the latest deals in Gabon and Cameroon, performance and remote control”.
and Africa is still a market we are "familiar" with,
although Chinese competitors have taken the Do you only work in Italy with the "new Angolead in many situations. Today we are working mac"?
differently, preferably with low-quality technology, "No, we also work a lot in Italy and we maintain
24 hours a day, with a chronical lack of skills that contacts in Africa, though less than in the past,
makes maintenance an option. This evolution especially with hardwood sawmills. To tell the
has combined with the fact that, three years ago, truth, we export almost our entire production, almy father died, so I decide to review.
though it's not easy to operate in the global marAngomac's strategies, starting to manufacture kets, because the sawmilling business is "old"
new machines, manual or automatic trimming and hard to change: it is not attractive to young
saws, or cutting lines for pallet parts. We had people and it is hard to find good agents and
done something similar before, but the overhaul labor. It's a hard job, often in "adverse" climate
business was so "generous"...".
conditions. As a result, there is an increasing demand for more automated machines and plants.
Are you still working with the Angomac brand? Wood is re-conquering its position in construc“Yes. Now I run the family business, but everything tions; this trend has been going on for years. In
has changed radically: as I said, conditions the coming years, I want to expand our catalog,
have changed and it did not make much sense adding , still in the sawmill and primary operation
to keep knocking on the same nail. So I sold the segment".
workshop and decided to rely on suppliers we
by Luca Rossetti n
had known for a long time, entrusting them with
the construction of machinery, repair and maintenance operations. I am in charge for everything
angomac.com
that goes on outside the company: I know the

Automatic double miter
saw for pallet elements.

Parallel edger
with movable blades.

Single blade
edger.
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WORKING? IT’S A LIFESTYLE,
WITHOUT FORGETTING THE REST
We had a chat with Giovanni Sedino, owner of
Finiture, about this year and the results achieved.
“As we all know, it’s been a tough year for many
reasons, not only the economy. We cannot complain: in 2019 we had reached 7 million euro
revenues, and we should 2020 with a minor decrease by 10 percent approximately. We have
benefited from the technological improvements
implemented in recent years, with the introduction
of robotics into the painting industry and the
consequent digitalization of many operations.
When plant complexity increases, the equipment
must be interfaced to our technical department:
the more sophisticated the coating lines, the
more we need to help customers in their daily
activity. With few mouse clicks, we can support
them in case of critical issues. The keyword is
simplicity, to avoide that machines designed
to perform trivial operations need highly specialized support in case of failure”.

Such context has been changing radically in recent years: many furniture workshops have decided to bring painting operations back home,
and this has forced us to review our engineering
approach, so that we can offer smaller painting
lines, with a modular construction to fit into the
available space”.

A major development…
Have you developed your technology also in
“If we look at our core business, i.e. window other directions in recent times?
coating, the “quantum leap” was the transition to “Window coating plants account for 70 percent
water-based coatings, and especially two-com- of our revenues on average, but we are extending
ponent paints, which deliver exthe benefits of carousel painting
cellent results in terms of surface
with hanging parts also to other
hardness and resistance, provided
industries.
doses are mixed precisely and apMany door manufacturers have
plication is executed accurately,
adopted this painting technique,
using specific methods.
for instance, as well as those proTalking about technology, our role
ducing turned components or
is to find the best solution for the
chair elements. One of our cusGiovanni Sedino.
results the customer wants to
tomers in Northern Europe has
achieve, complying with the deadbrilliantly solved the challenge of
lines and costs he has planned. We are talking frequent color changeover in horizontal coating:
about increasingly automated lines, robots, pro- with the plant we have designed, they apply the
grams and supervisory systems.
same technique for basecoats, then the doors
We have also focused on the drying process, are hung up into our line and “colored” by
definitely a critical stage, trying to find the best robots spraying one side and then the other.
tradeoff between “natural” application and speed We like to find ways to apply this technique in
to achieve the finished product in each plant. peculiar situations as well: next March, for inWe have optimized the positioning of lamps, stance, we are delivering a plant to the most
achieving the highest efficiency within adequate important chair manufacturer in China, and
plant dimensions.
many furniture makers paint “hanging” pieces
The real value of a company offering coating for kitchen sets or beds”.
plants is to leverage its expertise to design
and build the best possible solution in a given We know you are also involved in wood concontext.
structions…
“That’s our latest challenge and we are proud
of it. Three years ago we got a request for the
Austrian giant of wood constructions: a finishing
line for “Clt” walls of wooden buildings. It was
the beginning of an involving challenge that is
still keeping us busy today: we have built different
coating lines, even with two robots working in
synch, to paint elements that have exceptional
size and weight. In these weeks, we are completing a plant that, I daresay, is the biggest in
the world to paint building walls. These are
huge plants requiring strong structures, designed
to paint beams from 1.5 to fifteen meters, or
walls larger than 3 by 15 meters…
This sector is a powerful driver for our business,
also in terms of technological development,
and it is bringing much satisfaction, as we can
show our competence not only in coating, but
also in the engineering of all process steps, in
the handling of wooden pieces weighing several
tons.
Summing up, windows will always be a significant
part of our history and our future, but in a world
where too many people offer miracles, we can
really provide solid, effective, smart solutions in
many situations…”.
by Luca Rossetti n
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The term “sustainability” is becoming more
and more a primary goal for every human activity
and even the development of the wide world of
furniture has long been measured on this issue,
in all its implications. There is no doubt that the
different relationship between economic activity
and the environment is an absolute priority on
which governments and consumers give increasing importance, causing a need of knowledge and fundamentals that has led Catas to
equip itself to support companies also in the
processes of “green” analysis and design.
The tools to give objectivity to all this are there:
for years we have been talking about “LCA-Life
Cycle Assessment”, a method that evaluates
the impact on the planet.

NEW CATAS SERVICE
OF “LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT”

Keep going on

The first point is to understand how a product
will be used and for how long it will perform its
function, calculating not only the resources necessary for its realization, but how its use will
affect the environment and humans in terms of
global warming, acidification, eutrophication,
ozone depletion, human toxicity, land use, ecotoxicity… for the entire duration of its life!
It is easy to understand how this method imposes
strict, precise assessment and measurement
tools to be able to generate an “EPD-Environment Product Declaration”, an “environmental
declaration” that can be verified by a third party
and made public because the “ecological characteristics” of a good can be known by all and
therefore become a “plus” among the reasons
for purchasing.

Getting to define the “environmental identity
card” of a product requires complex knowledge
and tools, as well as having the necessary information to be able to evaluate all those aspects
that are outside the direct control of the producer.
On top of this it has to be noted that very often,
unfortunately, we witness fraudulent “green washing” operations by unscrupulous companies.
Therefore seriousness, competence, rigor, commitment are essential to apply properly a method
that finally allows us to really measure the impact
on the environment of a product, avoiding improvisations that can also lead to sensational
blunders.
By June 2021, Catas will therefore have all the
necessary tools – skills, models, procedures –
to offer technical assistance to the companies
of the wood and furniture sector for the Life
Cycle Assessment of their products. The service
that Catas will offer will be based on a technical
method already adopted in many other sectors
at an international level, with all the required ingredients of precision and objectivity on the
measurements defined by the UNI.
An assessment that will allow companies to
measure the “environmental cost” of a product
by taking into consideration its entire life cycle,
as we have already illustrated, from the extraction
of raw materials to the production cycle, up to
use and “end of life”, quantifying the consumption
of resources and emissions. An activity regulated
by a series of ISO standards that will allow
companies to give objectivity to their commitment,
thus finally being able to speak about “eco-design” not only as a will or moral commitment,
but as a design and production strategy with
objective environmental implications, measurable,
certifiable… n

catas.com
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SUPPLIES

NEW INVESTMENTS AT FANTONI

huge competitive advantages, without forgetting
that the entire community will benefit from more
sustainable high-quality products, as well as an
additional channel to dispose of waste wood".
This investment focused on circular economy will
be complemented by two more projects. A 5-million-euro investment has been made in the automation of conveyors and mixing plants for
wood raw materials, offering increased efficiency
and flexibility in the control of material flows
feeding the Mdf production plants, as well as significant saving in logistics. The second project,
with an investment of 9 million euro, is the construction of automated warehouses for the
sanded products designed for the lamination

A significant portion of the "supplies universe" is
based on panels, a product that has been constantly developing and adding new features and
possibilities over the decades. Now, the keywords
are sustainability and circular economy.
These topics have been central for Fantoni's management for a long time. In recent weeks, the
news has spread that the Osoppo factory has
been working hard in recent months to build new
plants designed to pursue these goals, consolidating the position of the Friuli-based group among
the companies with a strong focus on sustainable
resource management. The investment exceeds
30 million euro, a strategic move to design the
future of the panel industry. The biggest investment
(15 million euro) went into the construction of an
innovative cleaning plant for recycled wood, which
will process 300 thousand tons of "secondary raw
material" at full capacity. The architectural and engineering project, started in 2019, was concluded
last April, aiming to go live next February.

“The purpose of this investment – said managing
director Marco Fantoni – is to prepare suitable
raw material for the production o fiber starting
from recycled wood, i.e. waste and scrap materials from different sources. The cleaning plant
will be integrated with the "Plaxil 8" production
line (an 80-million investment launched in 2017,
editor's note), supplying material for the fiberboard core. As a result, we will be able to manufacture Mdf board combining circularity and
sustainability values, as up to 70 percent of the
panel will be made of recycled wood, while ensuring excellent surface quality through the use
of virgin fiber for both face layers".
This is the first plant that produces high-quality
Mdf using such a high percentage of recycled
wood. For this reason, while production has not
started yet, demand levels are already high from
a market that is increasingly attracted by circular
production.
“Being the first company to develop and offer this
kind of panel – Fantoni added – we will leverage
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lines, i.e. surface decoration with melamine papers.
Fantoni's engineering department has combined
high flexibility and high automation levels, generating significant savings in internal warehouse
logistics. These three investments also have a significant impact on the territory, not only on the
quality and sustainability of products offered to
the wood-furniture industry, “Overall, the three
projects – Marco Fantoni concluded – have involved 180 people from 33 different companies
only for construction works and mechanical and
electrical installations, plus a number of companies,
most of them Italian and a few foreign players, for
the design and supply of machinery for different
plant sections". ■
fantoni.it
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CEFLA FINISHING: “INNOVATE TO STAY ONE STEP AHEAD…”
The words of Roberto Bolognini, Sales Manager
of Cefla Finishing summarize very well the message of one of the most famous brands in the
world for the quality of its finishing solutions. “For
us, innovating is a duty, because we always want
to be one step ahead. And perhaps this is the distinctive feature of our group, innovating in many
areas and in very different processes to always
be the first!”, the manager tells us without hesitation.
“The size of the company helps us and our shoulders are broad enough to be able to go into the
development of products in the various types of
applications, thanks also to our “Cefla Lab“, today
more than ever the beating heart of our work,
which allows us to experiment , to combine, to
confront and demonstrate what we are doing,
what we can propose with the most effective
digital communication technologies“.
Thus began our interview, obviously online, to
take stock of how Cefla is experiencing this
season: “Smart working is proving to be absolutely effective for a
reality like ours that
relies on people
who work in Pesaro,
Imola, in Udine, Valvasone and Bergamo, without counting branches and
representations
abroad. Efficiency
is high and we are
Roberto Bolognini.
considering with

great attention how this mode could prove to
be successful even when the emergency is
over, becoming an absolutely necessary tool to
complement in-person contacts.
We have equipped ourselves to continue to be
effective in such a dramatic and absolutely “demanding” situation even for businesses, continuing to improve our products. I am thinking of
the complete restyling of our “Elispray“, the elliptical sprayer for very high productivity on
which we are noticing a lot of interest from large
industrial groups, rather than the new roller solutions that today allow us to apply the fund
with excellent results even on shaped surfaces”.
THE “SOFT ROLL”
“In recent months we have redefined our roller
machine platform, the subject of a very important
design and engineering process”, Roberto Sorbini intervenes. “Today with this method of application it is possible to obtain unthinkable results,
such as the possibility of applying the base coat
even on shaped surfaces thanks to particularly
soft rollers. With our “Soft roll” mounted on the
new “Smartcoater Pro” we can avoid the spray
application of solvent-based products and achieve
optimal results with much lower quantities. In
this way we not only reduce emissions and paint
consumption, but we need more limited spaces
and surfaces ready to be finished with a sprayer,
achieving a very high quality finish.
A process that allows us to intervene on surfaces
and edges, so that after sanding and spraying

The new “Soft roll”.

we have our doors
or our finished panels, perfectly homogeneous and with
harder, more resistant surfaces, because the UV product we use for the
application a roller
determines a higher
Roberto Sorbini.
surface resistance
than that obtainable
with polyurethane products or water”.
“Keep in mind – continues Sorbini – that we
apply an average of 20 grams per square meter
of UV product, against the approximately 250
needed to obtain the same quality with spray
applications. Although an acrylic product has a
higher cost than a polyurethane we can still say
that in the end, in real terms, the saving is a
good 35-40 percent.
A solution that, we are sure, will make a lot of talk
about itself among door and cabinet manufacturers, also because we are talking about something that no one had ever thought of, made
possible by the redesign of the entire range of
our roller machines, which today they are able to
exert a greater thrust on the surface to be treated,
thus making certain applications possible…”.
“ELISPRAY”
A “re-design” process which, as Roberto Bolognini told us, also involved “Elispray”, “… an elliptical sprayer that was already in our catalog –
specifies the Sales Manager of Cefla Finishing
– but that for some years had been “clouded”
by the advent of oscillating machines, machines
that are easier to manage, until the demand for
extremely productive solutions returned”.

Cost cutting
Mac
chines

CRISTIAN GIOVANNINI
“Even on the sprayers we did not stand still –
says Product Manager Cristian Giovannini –
and with the new” Elispray “we went to look at
that part of the demand for which high productivity
is essential, machines with speeds from 8 to
18-20 meters per minute, therefore well beyond
the possibilities of normal sprayers.
Needless to say to his readers that speed is
linked to various factors, but with the new
“Elispray” it is possible to reach extreme productivity without running into the problems that
other solutions encounter at certain speeds. Let
me explain: with some of our sprayers we have
gone well beyond the threshold of 10 meters
per minute, but it is inevitable that there will be
significant drops in
their performance,
because as speed
increases, consumption also increases and the
quality of the result
decreases.
By redesigning the
“Elispray” we have
defined a series of
Cristian Giovannini.
interventions that

S A LVA D ORM AC HI N E S . COM
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have allowed us to reach high speeds without
any deterioration in quality”.
How did you do it?
“It is easy to say: in an oscillating sprayer the
axes move back and forth and each time they
reach the end of their stroke they must slow
down, stop and accelerate again in the opposite
direction, a sequence that imposes a higher axis
speed to make up for lost time. The elliptical path
in the “Elispray”, on the other hand, is continuous,
without accelerations and direction reversals, so
the speed of the guns can be much lower for the
same production. This allows to increase the efficiency of the machine, because the paint dispensed by a gun moving at a lower speed is not
disturbed by the movement of the head. Added
to this is the choice of putting a greater number
of guns in the carousel, so as to be able to give
much closer and well overlapping “brush strokes”,
even going so far as to overcome the possible
problem of a temporarily clogged nozzle”.
THE SCENERY
“Flexibility is the watchword that applies to all
our customers, regardless of their needs or
size“, Roberto Bolognini intervenes. “Having
a very complete range of products, we can
give everyone the ideal solution, the line they
need, even in a difficult period like the current
one, a phase of uncertainty that began before
the pandemic, last June, with a gradual slowdown
in orders from all markets. Things went better
for the demand of the “big customers”, more inclined to plan investments from year to year according to consolidated production logics and
which are less affected by current events, however strong and dramatic.
The “Covid-19” has weighed and is undoubtedly
weighing more on small and medium-sized
businesses, more subject to uncertainties and
cautions, a situation that in fact tells us why we
have pushed above all towards a certain scenario
of innovation with the “Elispray”.
We must not, however, make a bundle of every
herb because in certain markets, such as North
America, we have seen the stop of large corporations, while smaller companies have continued
to invest. In Europe it is exactly the opposite
and it is the “big names”, giants of distribution
on a planetary scale that are not marking time.
In China we are experiencing an intermediate
situation, with large companies and groups that
maintain a high demand that is certainly eroded,
in the medium-low range, by the increasingly
significant national production of machines and
systems for painting and more.
How will it go? Where will we meet? Difficult to
say: the new accentuation of the contagion is
redefining once again modalities, parameters,
habits, possibilities. Never as today will we continue to question ourselves about what this
market needs, ready to change course whenever
necessary, knowing that we have the skills and
tools to make our solutions always “attractive””.
by Luca Rossetti n

ceflafinishing.com
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FAPIL: FROM THE SIXTIETH ANNIVERSARY TO THE NEAR FUTURE
From its foundation in 1959 until today,
from the uncertainty dictated by a 2020 which,
for everyone, was euphemistically "complicated"
to plans for the future. GiamPaolo Pesenti,
Marketing & Sales Manager of Fapil, told us about today
and anticipated tomorrow.
Fapil’s history has distant roots in time, precisely
in 1959. Over sixty years of history told by GiamPaolo Pesenti – Francesco’s son, the founder
of the Bergamo-based company – Marketing and
Sales Manager of Fapil.

"My father founded the company in 1959 thanks
to his great passion for mechanics. Initially we
dedicated ourselves to wood turning then we began to develop tools for the most varied types of
machines with applications in different sectors
and, in 1974, we moved to Zogno, near Bergamo.
In the eighties, my father drew up a business
growth and tool development plan that took into
account technological advances and the birth of
machining centers
with a solid goal in
mind: to always remain at the forefront
of technology
When my father, in
1986, was forced to
take a step back
GiamPaolo Pesenti.
due to an illness,
the management
passed to the second generation. It was not
easy, but in the nineties we further broadened
our production horizons and started producing
tools for other materials, from those for processing
plastics to small cutters for working glasses: whenever a sector opened to milling and he needed
us, we built targeted tools. Up to the early years of
the 21st century, when we also added specific
solutions for composite materials and the first
cutters to work wind turbines, requested by a
leading Chinese company in the sector and which
led us to expand our "range" , commercially speaking, even in the Far East. Furthermore, we must
not forget that our tools also have uses in the automotive world, in which we collaborate with a
company of the caliber of Fca, and in the naval
sector. These were all the important steps that led
Fapil to be the reality it is today".
How important was it to remain technologically
advanced?
"Being always technologically advanced was essential. I must admit that I am a lover of new technologies and I constantly follow the news of the
sector, so I want our company to always be one
step ahead. This is also why we constantly
invested in technology and, in the early 2000s,
we reorganized the company, investing in numerically controlled machines, adding two Cad

A phase of inspection and assembly.

A part of production.

and two Cam workstations, and five-axis machines
that work metal. In 2019 we also implemented
the production control system.
We have made a lot of progress and we will still
have to make many more: I have very high expectations and I believe that Fapil still has ample
room for improvement and I would like to further
develop the “management”, so that there is always
greater integration. From order management to
the production phase, passing from design, from
putting into the machine, from checking times to
become more and more efficient. This is not only
the future, it is also the present in our world. And
then for the short-medium term future I believe
that we will move towards rapid prototyping".
Where do the ideas come from to continue offering
new products on the market?
“Ideas come to us based on the needs of our
customers. Innovating, refining a product or creating a specific one, are processes that always
start from a need and translate into being able to
provide an effective solution. After all, every
technological progress starts from the need for
something, from the search for a solution to a
problem. The world of tools is a very practical
world from this point of view, every time you work
on an innovation, it is never just under study, but
is promptly placed on the market...”.

years, so I lived this 2020 not only from a business
point of view, but also from an administrative
point of view, trying to remain close to our employees, but also to citizens at the same time.
It was, euphemistically speaking, a complicated
year to say the least, dictated by so much uncertainty about what the developments would be,
but if we exclude the months of March and April,
the second half of the year brought us back on
sales volumes and values not dissimilar to those
of last year. Even now we are continuing to work,
to carry out our projects. For obvious reasons
this year and for the first part of next we will have
to limit the damage, but I believe that from the
second half of 2021 we will be able to start
growing again".
What are the goals for 2021 and for the near future?
"As I told you, we will have to deal with a difficult
situation, but the goal for next year is to continue
improving the management of the company,
trying to focus on coordination. I would also like

Is there a product that can be considered as the
keystone of the company's success in your opinion?
"It’s difficult to answer this question, given that
our growth is the result of constant and careful
work, but we can say that in the Eighties the transition to solid carbide machining, the creation of
a cylindrical milling cutter, with also machining
on different forms, for which it has allowed us to
further broaden our horizons and be the reality
we are today”.
How important is export to you?
“Exporting our products is very important and accounts for about sixty percent of our turnover.
Since 1993, when I officially joined the company
to devote myself to the commercial side, we have
heavily invested in selling our products abroad,
especially in the countries of northern Europe.
We also have important collaborations and partnerships in China, with excellent sales volumes, in
Australia, in the United States. Fapil is an "intercontinental" reality, but we must not underestimate
the weight of the internal market. In Italy we are
very much appreciated by various realities that
have chosen us and with which long-standing collaborations are in place. In particular, I would like
to mention the Minelli group, with which we have
been working since the beginning and are, if you
grant me the term, our neighbors. The deep mutual
esteem has allowed us to stay close to each other
also in 2020, especially in the worst period, that of
the lockdown at the beginning of the year”.
Sixty years old, the joy of 2019, and a 2020 that
hit the entire sector unpredictably. You lived it ...
"... very closely, because we work and live in one
of the areas sadly most affected by the emergency
from the beginning. We had to deal with the pandemic, we had to close for a month and it was
not an easy time, as you can imagine. In addition,
I have been a city administrator for about twenty
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to further develop automation and I think this is
the cornerstone of the short-term future: we will
focus on the automation of some of our machines
to improve productivity. Which is one of the most
important challenges that an entrepreneur must
face and in a moment like this improving productivity and efficiency is a necessity".
What about the prototyping you mentioned earlier?
"It will certainly be the future, but we have time to
think about it…”
What has been the greatest satisfaction in recent
years?
"When my father passed away in 2010, one of
the promises I made him was to carry on the
company, his passion for technology and mechanics together with my brothers. We have succeeded and there is no greater satisfaction".
by Francesco Inverso n

fapil.it
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IGUS BETS ON…IGUS: 36-MONTH GUARANTEE ON ENERGY CHAINS
Confidence in themselves, their products and
their durability. This is the most effective presentation for the news recently launched by Igus – a
global leader in the production of energy chains
and bearings, with headquarters in Cologne,
Germany – offering 36-month guarantee on the
purchase of energy chains. This initiative replicates
the offer launched in 2015, when the 36-month
warranty applied to "Chainflex" cables.

design their individual application exactly, and
always choose the most cost-effective e-chain
that works with reliability”.
As mentioned, this is a clear sign of confidence
in the quality of your work. “Our products are
accurately tested in our laboratories, but if an
energy chain fails due to wear and tear within
the guarantee period, the customer will receive
a free replacement”.

“The new guarantee service – said Michael
Blaß, head of the e-chain systems division at
Igus – gives buyers the surety of being able to

Buy, click and certify. To obtain the guarantee
certificate after purchasing the product, customers
must visit the Igus website, launch the new online

tool developed by the company for
service life calculation and input the
application parameters such as speed, acceleration, additional load and
travel distance; as an option, it is
possible to enter environmental conditions. The online tool will then determine the operating time of the
energy chain in double strokes. “Either
the calculated double strokes or 36 months are
guaranteed, whichever comes first," Blaß said.
Extending a guarantee, meeting customer re-

quirements and protecting them from possible
technical issues is the Igus way to overcome
this moment, once again reaffirming the quality
of their products.
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The laboratory where Igus tests its applications
and materials is over 3,800 square meters.
1,500 square meters are used for the tests on
the "Chainflex" cables, 300 for the "Iglidur" bearings, the linear technology of the "Drylin" range
and the components produced by the company
for "low cost" automation, while the remaining
2,000 meters squares of outdoor space remain
available. The data obtained from the tests are
accumulated by Igus and used to provide customers with various free tools, including the
calculation of the operating life of which we
have already spoken, a configurator for the comparison between products, in order to choose
the one that best suits the needs able to reduce
costs, and a configurator cad. Every year the
Igus laboratory carries out over 15 thousand
tests on the various products of its lines.
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THE COMPANY
Günter Blase began Igus back on 15th October
1964 in a double garage in Cologne. For the
first 20 years, the company worked as a supplier
of complex technical polymer components. However, in 1983 Frank Blase established reinforced plastic energy chain systems and injection
molded polymer bearings as two distinct product
groups and set up a network of sales engineers.
Thd together through the belief in making functionally advanced, yet affordable polymer components and assemblies. Between 1985 and
2016, Igus grew from 40 to more than 2,950
employees distributed between the head office
in Germany and 35 subsidiary companies around
the world. Igus also has representative partners
in more than 35 other countries. (f.i.) n

igus.com
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PRODUCTS

RUBNER-ASEPTA:
THE SANITIZING TUNNEL

"X-SIDE" AND "PAINT SPRAY":
BAUMER'S STRINGS

As summer fades away, and caution too, the number of Covid-19
contagions is rising again. Waiting
for a vaccine or a stable solution
against the pandemic, the only
way to avoid falling back into the
horror of last March is prevention,
based on social distancing and
facemasks.

Baumer Inspection, the German specialists of
surface quality inspection for 35 years, have
expanded their range of inspection systems for
the furniture industry with the new “X-Side” modules.
The solution features miniaturized units with line
scan cameras and innovative led lighting for
the inspection of edges or specific surface
areas. The “X-Side” modules can be integrated
into the new surface inspection system “Furniture
4.0”, or they can be managed in standalone
mode up to six units, according to user requirements. Such system configuration includes software, algorithms and inspection procedures,
offering optimal 360° inspection of furniture
parts.
With both systems, typical production defects
such as bumps or dents are precisely detected
and the drilling pattern can be monitored. The
inspection modules are available in two versions:
one with sixty-millimeter scanning area, ideal
for edges, and one with 100-millimeter scanning
area for narrow parts or specific surface portions,
such as grooves or joints.

To support prevention and fight
the pandemic, Rubner Turen –
one of 20+ companies of Rubner
Group, based in Chienes, Bozen,
Italy – has introduced “Rubner Asepta”, the
first high-traffic sanitizing tunnel for public areas
made of wood, designed to meet the new health
and hygiene requirements of high-density venues
such as buildings, hotels, restaurants, offices
and others. Operation is very simple: the user
walks through the tunnel and emerges perfectly
"disinfected", minimizing the risk of contagion
when accessing a public venue with high traffic
rates.
Featuring a wooden outer shell and a layer of
"Max Esterior" panels by Fundermax on the
inside, "Rubner-Asepta" is a walk-through unit
equipped with a covered guiding system and
interior lighting, plus an atomizing device that
sprays a disinfecting product to remove all bacteria and virus traces from clothing and skin. An
internal photocell sensor ensures that only a
minimum quantity of fluid is sprayed, as required
to offer protection without leaving an unpleasant
feeling of being wet. The disinfectant is harmless

for environment and people and it neutralizes
the transmission of fungi, bacteria, viruses and
infections, with no impact on places and people
and in compliance with the latest government
regulations; so, the tunnel is a valuable aid
combined with individual attention to social distancing.
Let's walk through a tunnel to get out of another
one. This is Rubner's proposal to take a step
beyond the pandemic and start living again,
until we will look back on the year 2020 as a remote scarecrow. n

Baumer Inspection's proposal also includes
other products besides the "X-Side" modules.
The German company has developed a painting
system called "ColourBrain Paint Spray".
A combination of different inspection channels
allows to detect all the typical defects of painting

operations. The "ColourBrain Paint Spray" system
automatically identifies defects including painted
chips or inclusions, areas with uneven coating,
craters, scratches, dots or "orange peel".
The system automatically detects the panel outline and dimensions, even when the panel is
positioned casually on the belt conveyor, and it
also recognizes the operations carried out upstream. In this way, drilling operations cannot
be mistaken for painting defects. The actual
painting defects are classified according to the
required quality standards and stored as coordinates of a Cartesian map. The coordinates
can then be transferred to a marking system to
mark the defect or to a robot to discard the workpiece. n

rubner.com

This is
the work
of your
b
best
painter

POSITIVE REPORTS FROM
HEADQUARTERS FOR IMS
There have been great strides recently in regard
to penetrating the market. Ims has started an
expansion process to support its investments
in the productive and commercial structure of
the company. The Ims management is well
aware of the distinctive quality, innovation
and reliability of the society and has continued to go all-in to support the
core of its business. This has been
done by differentiating themselves
from the general conservative trend
risen after the 2008 crisis and market globalization.
This strategy quickly began to pay
off when the global hardships of
2020 began to unroll with all its
strength: A report coming from the Ims distribution net confirmed that brave choices lead to
positive results, with a global increment in
sales and brand awareness. In particular, stock
availability in the several warehouses has grown
in the last few years to embrace the new ideals
of reactivity and immediate service. This helped
satisfy the immediate needs of any customer
request during the lockdown and restricted operating periods which has helped balance the
negative incidence of the global economy.
Going in detail, the hubs of the Ims distribution
force are represented by Ims Usa, Ims Tecnica
and Machtechsolution.
Ims Usa Llc, located in Wilmington (North Carolina) has drastically increased its market penetration in the last few years thanks to the renovation of its sales force and to the research and
development of new products. A strong presence in the market, along with their “Made in

baumerinspection.com

PAINTING ROBOTS
& SYSTEM INTEGRATO
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Articulated robots for every
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p
g need!

Lesta Srl

Via Damia
ano Chiesa 42
airago MI Italy
20020 Da

Italy” manufactured products have continued
to fascinate and impress its customer base.
Machtechsolution s.r.o, the official distributor in
Praha, Czech Republic, is building its name in
the east European market, being an important
connection between Ims and important economies like Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, Belarus,
Bulgaria and Russia.
Ims Tecnica. was born with the specific goal to
ensure fast and dedicated service to the Spanish
and Portuguese customers and has already cemented it’s legacy as a strong presence in the
Iberic industry, incrementing the sales push on
Ims products and cooperating with the most
important cnc machine manufacturers in the
area. n
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SUPPLIES

"BEING AN ENTERPRISE": PRODUCT, QUALITY, SUSTAINABILITY
“The past is gone and today Giplast is strongly
oriented to the future, with an effective operating
organization: even during the lockdown we continued to work and we tried hard to understand
how we could make further progress!”. It is
clear that the climate is very positive in the
Abruzzo-based company, renowned for their
production of edges, Abs first. It is clear from
the words by Patrizio Marozzi, sales manager
and partner, whom we finally managed to inter-

view on the phone, during one of his endless
trips: with him, we have a traditional meeting on
the eve of Sicam. And even this year we kept
the promise to talk about Giplast and the edgebanding industry, although the exhibition in Pordenone has been cancelled.

“We have changed a lot, we keep changing”, he
said. “These months have been useful to think, to
plan investment we launched last July and will

Giplast has never been so "fizzy", showing strong
determination to be a leading actor in the complex
world of edges, in this complex season.

continue until December, enabling us to focus our attention on
training. We are continuing a project we
undertook many years
ago; we are now partnering with the University of L'Aquila and
Patrizio Marozzi.
a few leaders to develop the skills of our
employees, because product quality comes from
knowledge, from the awareness of a company,
from the capacity to apply the principles of
“Industry 4.0”. New, specific skills that help us
create a more modern, connected and efficient
company, controlling all production systems in
real time, monitoring performance levels and reacting to possible issues very quickly.
As I said, this "strange" season has driven us to
look deep inside our organization, to define our
priorities, first of all environment, circular economy
and sustainability. Now, Giplast is considering
increasing the focus on the Uni En Iso 14001
standard and we must say that, eleven years
ago, we built a plant to recycle all our production
waste and minimize our environmental impact.
Talking about "green", I can tell you we are making
a momentous change as a result of significant investments. For instance, we are eliminating solvent-based primers in our edge painting processes,
switching to water-based products: in six-toeight months, we believe we can cut our solvent
emissions by almost 90 percent, while offering
flawless quality”.
Water-based coating is always a key topic...
“Definitely yes, but we all know how complex it is
and how much effort is needed to achieve results
that can compared with solvent-based processes.
We started testing five years ago, five years of
development, comparison, consulting, tests, partnerships with customers, ultimately leading to
the results that, in the coming months, will be
certified by a leading laboratory like Catas. We
can finally certify the effectiveness of our finishing
process, entirely based on water-borne coatings,
with primers offering the necessary grip to ensure
the quality, the finishing and the visual impact our
customers are used to.
Not only: next January we are launching new
polypropylene edges, resulting from a complex
but essential experimenting process, as required
by the peculiar features of this material. We know
this product very well and we have tested it in
collaboration with a few customers, and now we
are ready to launch it officially. We are talking
about "plastics" with similar features to Abs, the
best "edgebanding material", but characterized
by an energy-saving lifecycle and excellent recycling options using proven and safe systems".
How does it feel living without exhibitions?
"Like everyone else, we have leveraged new
communication and marketing tools. We can say
we have digitized our operations, getting to talk
with customers and suppliers in a different way
but with the same effectiveness. Sure, the loss of
human touch is a major hurdle, but we have
managed to keep good relationships in terms of
business and operations, although it is clearly
much more difficult to establish new contacts;

this was the main purpose of exhibitions and
they can hardly be replaced in my opinion. Fortunately, having been around the world for forty
years, there are not so many "unknown customers"
for Giplast!".
In our previous interview, we tackled with the
topic of super-matte coatings...
"I remember it well: excimer lamps to dry the
coating is a technology we have been focusing
on from the start, together with two German competitors. In this way, we have gained an advantage,
increasing our visibility in certain areas and further
developing this application. We have now created
“Super-matte 2.0”, where the product has an ultra-soft touch and very high resistance to chemical
agents and scratching; the market is showing
appreciation for such properties. This trend will
remain very strong in 2021, so we are considering
installing another plant to apply this kind of
coating, which has subtracted significant market
shares to standard and extra-glossy finishing...".
This is happening is a period characterized by a
good level of furniture demand...
“That's true: the pandemic experience has led
people to reconsider the value of their homes,
and how pleasant it is to live in a comfortable and
beautiful environment. Furniture has been experiencing a positive trend in recent months... I can
tell you that 2020 had started off well for us, with
a solid 7% increase compared to 2019. Coronavirus
then caused a stop that has affected everyone,
but after the toughest months we have gone
back to pre-crisis levels and restored some
stability, so we are now racing to keep up with
many requests and commitments.
The cancellation of the Milan Furniture Show
also caused a forced interruption in the proposal
of new decors, new colors, new forms of furniture,
and we are now basically working with the same
colors of the past season.
During these weeks we are seeing some activity,
and we believe new ideas will be launched soon,
a few companies will introduce new decors, new
"flavors" of living, and this will be another step towards a new normal, after excellent business
results in July, August and September".
So, you are optimistic...
"Sure, although there are many, too many question
marks. We have experienced tragic months, with
a very heavy impact on the economy, on families,
on our beloved ones. It's not over yet, and we will
have to do our best to avoid facing many years of
widespread difficulties. We must run even faster,
be quicker and better at showing our creativity
and our expertise. A few markets have lost relevance - Spain, France, the United Kingdom - but
Eastern Europe is vital, as well as other markets
where we are working with improving results,
such as the United States and Canada.
We will all have to deal with the big topic of
"reuse": whether it's furniture, components or
materials, we must take into consideration a
stronger focus on the environment, on resources,
on energy consumption across a product's lifecycle. We will see lots of recycled materials,
vegetal fibers. That's the future, it's about the
capacity to make our products, our lifestyle, our
desired more sustainable...
We have prepared in advance. If you allow, I
would like to close with a memory of Giuseppe
Ferrante, our managing director who passed
away due to “Covid-19”. He was a great person
we will miss. His successor is Giovanni Gioli, a
man with huge experience in the semifinished
material business, who will help us identify new
routes for Giplast”.
by Luca Rossetti n

giplast.it
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Precisely the Best

PREMIUM CUTTING TOOLS
SINCE 1962
www.freud.it
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CONTACTS
Primary processing

Secondary processing

GIARDINA GROUP

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl
Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453 fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com - info@zaffaroni.com

ANGELO CREMONA spa

BIESSE spa

Viale Lombardia, 275 I-20900 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381 - fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com

Via della Meccanica, 16 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100 - fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it

Machinery and services for plywood
and sliced veneer production.
Peeling lines, dryers, presses and finishing
lines; horizontal, vertical and rotary slicers,
press dryers and clipping lines.

The Biesse product line includes cnc work
centres, manual and automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines, panel sizing
centres, calibrating and sanding machines,
routers, throughfeed boring and inserting
machines, material handling equipment
and turnkey plants.

Panel processing machines and plants.
Special multi-blades panel saws, longitudinal
milling machines with rollers feeding, working
centres for the “Folding” technology, flooring
industry technology, doors,modern furnishing
industry technology.

Surface finishing

B.F.B. di Bortoluzzi Gualtiero & C. snc

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa
Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311 - fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com

Machines and plants for primary and
secondary processing of wood: debarking,
cutting, selection and sorting of logs,
complete sawmill collection, sorting and
stacking of sawn timber, storage processing,
special processing of varius kinds of
semimachined products, production of wood
for carpentry, preparation and handling of
logs for plywood plants.

Manual and automatic vertical panel saws for
cutting wooden panels, plastic and acm
products. Welded steel frames, to grant
rigidity and precision.
Special applications allowing the possibility to
make also grooving on sandwich panels for
folding. Automatic horizontal beam saws with
many different configurations accordingly to
the panel sizes and thickness requirements.

COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl

Via Achille Grandi 38
I-47922 Viserbella di Rimini (RN)
phone +39 0541 736265 fax +39 0541 732084
www.rswooditaly.com - info@rswooditaly.com

Comec Cncwood, multi-spindles working
centers with working head support columns
with transvertal movement.
Comec Technology, special machines
and systems for high productive processing.
Camam, special machines for the production
of chairs and tables.

Cefla Finishing Group worldwide leader in the
finishing of wooden, plastic and non-ferrous
material products designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines for the
wood, glass, metal and plastic industries,
tailored on customer needs and requirements.

CMA ROBOTICS spa

Wide range of traditional woodworking
machines for panel and wood processing.

Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172 - fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com - info@cmarobot.it
Company specialized in fulfillment
of robotized solutions for painting chairs,
tables and assembled furniture, panels,
windows and doors.

SALVADOR - SOLIDEA srl

COMEC GROUP srl

CEFLA FINISHING GROUP
Via Bicocca 14/c I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441 - fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it

RS WOOD srl

Our production of woodworking machines:
edger, cross-cutter.

Via Cascina Rinaldi, 39
I-33048 S. Giovanni al Natisone (UD)
phone +39 0432 756282
fax +39 0432 757591
www.comecgroup.it - info@comecgroup.it

Finishing plants for the furniture
and construction industry with application
by spray, by roller coaters and curtain coaters
and drying by Uv dryers, vertical dryers,
linear dryers with microwaves technology.
Complete finishing plants for doors
and windows. Spray booths.

LESTA srl
Via T. Tasso, 66 I-21052 Busto Arsizio (VA)
phone +39 0331 430 817
fax +39 0331 1581053
www.lesta.it - info@lesta.it

V.le del Lavoro,27 - Zona industriale Paludi
I-32010 Alpago (BL)
phone +39 0437 989208-685
fax +39 0437 989157
www.bfblegno.it - info@bfblegno.it

Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it

Via V. Necchi, 63 I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801- fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com

Via dell’Industria, 15
I-31020 San Vendemiano (TV)
phone +39 0438 777096
fax +39 0438 778282
www.solidea - salvador@solidea.it

ELMAG spa

Our mission: to be the skilled leader in
optimizing saws for innovation, quality,
technology, price and service!
Pushing optimizing saws; angular cutting
optimizing saws; high speed optimizing saws;
cross cutting saws

Via Raffaello Sanzio, 11 I-20852 Villasanta (MB)
phone +39 039 23611 - fax +39 039 328202
www.superfici.com
Lacquering and printing lines for furniture
panels, hardboard, mdf or chipboard panels,
doors or parquet flooring with roller
or curtain coating technology and uv or hot air
drying systems. Automatic and robotic spray
lines with vertical dryers, flat or uv dryers.
Lacquering and printing on coils.

Lesta Srl designs, manufactures and sells
industrial robots for both powder and liquid
painting.
The top of the range of Lesta production are
the 5 and 6 axis antropomorphic robots in
self-learning LeBot MV series. The selflearning makes easy and immediate to create
painting programs for any kind of
applications: wood, plastic, metal and
composites.
What’s unique is that Lesta’s proven
technology is so simple that, upon completion
of the installation, a manufacturer of any size
can literally be making their own programs in
few minutes and painting robotically on Day
One.In addition, Lesta Srl is able to supply
cartesian robots, carousels, air and ground
rotation groups, robot handling systems in
ground or hanging configuration to increase
the working area, production cycle
management software with RFID tags, 2D and
3D scanning systems in order to make the
painting process completely automatic and
Lesta proposes itself as systems integrator for
any industrial application. Lesta Srl is also
KUKA Official System Partner.

TECNOAZZURRA srl
Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-0541 678078
fax +39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it - info@tecnoazzurra.it
Industrial painting machines as dry painting
booth, water painting booths, pressurising
painting system and suspended transport lines.

Handling
and commissioning

SCM GROUP spa
Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111 - fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com
Woodworking machinery: the widest range
of products.

PRIMULTINI srl
Viale Europa, 70 I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.com - info@primultini.com
Machines for woodworking and equipment
for sawmills. Vertical and tilted bandmills, log
carriages with variable axis, log carriages with
independent headblocks, tandem bandsaw
headrings, chipping canter, traditional resaws,
double resaws. Multiple ripsaws, manual
and automatic edging lines, working centres
with circular blades. Log profiling equipment.
Complete, high-production plants for sawmills.
Saw servicing equipment.

VEBA MECCANICA srl
Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323 - fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it

EPISTOLIO srl
Painting Robot Division
Via Piemonte, 120 I-21100 Varese (VA)
phone +39 0332 212692 - fax +39 0332 223666
www.epistoliorobot.com - info@epistolio.com
Epistolio srl – Painting Robot Division,
with a 20 years experience in developing
and constructing anthropomorphic
and cartesian robots – offers a comprehensive
range of complete solutions for automated
industrial painting applications in the
woodworking industry.

The product range is wide in the sector
of traditional woodworking machines:
thicknessing planers, surface planers,
combined surface-thicknessing planers,
circular saws, spindle moulders,combined
saw-spindle moulder, universal combined
machines, band-saws.
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CASSIOLI srl
Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511- fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com
From over 40 years we propose integrated
solutions in material handling and industrial
automation sector. Highly personalisable and
specific systems for furniture assembling, the
automatic storage and the handling.
Automatic warehouses, lazer guided vehiculs
(lgv), robotized islands, conveyors, sorter
systems, assembling lines, tilting units,
management softwares.
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Tools and auxiliaries

FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179 - fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it
Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been to design
and build cutting tools for machining wood,
board materials and plastics.
Specialists in cnc tooling.

FAIRS

the complete calendar on www.xylon.it
FOCUS WAITING FOR XYLEXPO AAAAAAAA

Software

13-15 January
Bau (on line)
www.bau-muenchen.com
• Munchen (Germany)
Building and architecture

DDX Software Solutions
Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093 - fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com info@ddxgroup.com
Ddx develops Cad/Cam/Cim software solutions:
EasyWOOD for panel and solid wood
machining using 3, 4 and 5 axis; EasyBEAM for
structures, houses, walls, beams, rooves,
gazebo, etc.; PowerSTAIRS for staircases
design and manufacturing; PowerWIN for any
kind of windows, french doors, internal doors,
entry doors and shutters.

FINK srl - Woodworking tools
Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20900 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2 - fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com

Automation

CMA 2 Costruzioni Meccaniche Automazioni
Via Pezza Alta, 28
I-31046 Rustignè di Oderzo (TV)
phone +39 0422 853770
fax +39 0422 853992
www.cma2.it - info@cma2.it
SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950 - fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com - info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic material
working. Tools for automatic boring machines,
router bits and collet chucks for cnc router
machines. “M. Conti” measuring devices for the
woodworking industry. Special accessories for
hobbysts, craftsmen and small industry.

CONTROL LOGIC srl
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818 - fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it - controllogic@controllogic.it
Spark detectors and fire extinguishing systems
for industrial dust extraction systems.

Lacquers

2-5 February
Interzum Bogotà
www.interzum-bogota.com
• Bogotà (Colombia)
Semifinished products, components,
supplies

4-7 March
Delhiwood
www.delhi-wood.com
• New Delhi (India)
Woodworking technologies

Custom made machineries and automations
for handling, assembly, storage and
packaging.
Paper pallet compose machineries, pallet
protect machines with Made in Italy quality.

10-13 March
Vifa-Expo
www.vifafair.com
• Saigon (Vietnam)
Furniture
17-20 March
Made Expo
www.madeexpo.com
• Rho (Italy)
Building and architecture

Cross-cutting lines

Dust extraction
systems and filtration

22-24 January
Nepal International Furniture
www.pelawood.com.np
• Bhrikutimandap, Kathmandu (Nepal)
Funiture, technologies, supplies

15-18 February
Woodtech Alger
www.algeriawood.com
• Algiers (Algeria)
Woodworking technologies

Since 1924 Fink produces complete sets
of tools for windows, helicoidal cutterheads,
cutterheads for profiled kinves, cutters in Hw
welded, circular saw blades, dia tools, boring
bits, solid carbide routers, tools for cnc
trimming hoggers.

18-21 March
Ciff-China International furniture fair
www.ciff-gz.com
• Guangzhou (China)
Furniture (home and outdoor)

CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963
fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com
For more than 40 years, Cursal has been
specializing in projecting, constructing and
installing cross-cutting plants and automatic
loading/unloading systems, all projected in 3D.
The top range consists of the wide selection of
automatic optimizing machines (they can be
purchased with Industria 4.0). Super-fast ones
with belt feeding (they can be equipped with
the qualities/defects optical scanner made in
Cursal). Ultra-strong ones with rollers traction;
highly precise ones with pushing system (90°
and angular cutting), for single boards and
packets. Rapid semi-automatic cross-cut saws
for small, medium and large sections. Wide
range of accessories to equip each plant with
customized loading/unloading systems: roller
conveyors, belts, combined transfers, drilling
machines, ink-jet printers, label printers,
manual stops, selector stops, displaying stops,
electro-pneumatic stops, cnc electronic stops
for single boards and packets, supervising
computer etc… Loading and unloading systems
with vacuum and grips.

AAAAAAAA

26-29 March
Medwood
www.medwood.gr
• Athens (Greece)
Woodworking technologies
28-31 March
Ciff-China International furniture fair
www.ciff-gz.com
• Guangzhou (China)
Furniture (office and contract)
28-31 March
Cifm/Interzum Guangzhou
www.interzum-guangzhou.com
• Guangzhou (China)
Semifinished products, components,
supplies

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA ADRIATICA spa
Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080 - fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com

7-10 April
Umids
www.umids.ru
• Krasnodar (Russia)
Furniture
14-16 April
Woodtech Warsaw Expo
www.warsawexpo.eu
• Warsaw (Poland)
Woodworking technologies
26-29 April
Fimma Brazil
www.fimma.com.br
• Bento Goncalves (Brazil)
Woodworking technologies
4-7 May
Interzum
www.interzum.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Semifinished products, components,
supplies
26-28 May
Carrefour International du Bois
www.timbershow.com
• Nantes (France)
Semifinished products, components,
supplies
26-28 May
Mebelexpo
www.mebelexpo.uz
• Tashkent (Uzbekistan)
Furniture
30 May - 01 June
Spoga+Gafa
www.spogagafa.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture
31 May - 02 June
Dubai Index
www.indexexhibition.com
• Dubai (United Arab Emirates)
Furniture
10-12 June
Gabon Woodshow
www.gabonwoodshow.com
• Libreville (Gabon)
Woodworking technologies
16-18 June
Build Expo Uzbekistan
www.expoposition.com
• Tashkent (Uzbekistan)
Building and architecture

Ica group founded in 1971 is one of the
leading European industrial companies in the
production and commercialization of coatings.
The high specialization in eco-friendly paints
and the careful analysis of the Italian and
international trends in the design world mean
that Ica Group is now considered a real partner,
capable of supporting the customer not only
from technical and production point of view
but also for its ability to consistently deliver
new creative ideas.

22-25 June
Formobile
www.formobile.com.br
• San Paolo (Brazil)
Woodworking technologies
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